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6.6.6 UEA identificationCiphering capabilities

Each UEA will be assigned a 4-bit identifier. Currently the following values have been defined:

"00002" : UEA0, no encryption.

"00012" : UEA1, f8 with Kasumi with effective key length of the cipher key up to 128 bits.

"00102"     :     UEA2, f8 with Kasumi with effective key length of the cipher key up to 64 bits.

"00112"     :     UEA3, f8 with Kasumi with effective key length of the cipher key up to 54 bits.

"01002"     :     UEA4, f8 with Kasumi with effective key length of the cipher key up to 40 bits.

The remaining values are not defined.

In case of UEA1, the RNC and the ME feed the cipher key CK (as it was provided by the VLR or SGSN and the USIM)
as input to the Kasumi algorithm.

In case of UEA2-UEA4, the RNC and the ME derive from the cipher key CK (as it was provided by the VLR or SGSN
and the USIM) a modified cipher key CK' with a reduced effective key length n (respectively 64, 54 and 40) bits, from
the cipher key CK:

CK'[k]       =    CK[k mod n],       for 0 ≤ k < 128.

The RNC and the ME then feed the modified cipher key CK' as input to the Kasumi algorithm.
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